
Here are some skills that you can work on in addition to the 
supplemental work that the classroom teachers have sent home:!!!
Basic addition/subtraction and multiplication/division facts.!
! —Use a regular deck of cards and have your child flip over two !
! cards and then add or subtract or have them multiply the ! !
! numbers.!!
! —Pick a random number (for example: 10)  Use a regular deck !
! of cards and place them face down.  Pick two cards and if the !
! cards equal the target number they get to keep the cards.  This !
! is played similar to “Memory”.!!
! —Use dice.  Roll the dice and add or multiply the numbers !!
! together.  !!
! —Use Easter Eggs.  Put a fact on one half of the egg and the !
! answer on the other half of the egg.  Hide the answer half and !
! have your child find the answer to their problem.  !!
! —Dominoes.  You can have your child either add or multiply the !
! numbers that are shown on each domino.  Once you do this you !
! can have them group the dominoes into groups according to the !
! answer.  !!!
Money!
! —Dump out your change from your wallet and have your child !
! separate coins into groups.   Have them name each set.!!
! —Have them count the change from your wallet.  They can put !
! them into groups of $1.00/$.50/$.25 etc.  How many ways can !
! you find to make each amount?  !!



! —Play store.  Have them figure out how much was spent and !
! then work on counting back change.  This is a tough skill!!!
Time!
! —Work on telling time on an analog clock.  Since we all have !
! phones and digital clocks this is an important skill.!!
! —Make up problems to determine how much time has passed or 
! how long it would take to do something.  For example: if I put a !
! cake in the oven at 1:00 and took it out at 1:50 how much time !
! has passed?!!
Problem solving!
! —Give your child a verbal problem and see if they can figure out !
! how to solve.  For example: If I had 12 pieces of candy and I !
! gave 4 away how many pieces of candy do I have left.  Again—!
! Do this verbally.  Sometimes children just focus on the numbers !
! in a word problem and not the process of solving.!
 !!
Many board and card games offer valuable math skills.  Have a family 
game night.  Make learning Math fun!!!! 


